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EXT. THE GREAT PLAINS/PRAIRIES - THE PAST1

Buffalo roam the prairie.

BIDZILL AS NARRATOR (O.S.)1
“In the before time, this was a land of 
greatness. Of wonder.”

EXT. WATERFALL

Water pours down a beautiful waterfall, like at Yosemite.

BIDZILL AS NARRATOR (O.S.)2
“Nature was in harmony. Water was 
plentiful. The air was pure.”

PULL OUT - and the scenes that we have been seeing are on 
an iPad held by a hand belonging to the OS BIDZILL. 

BIDZILL AS NARRATOR (O.S.)3
“The wind was in our hair. The sun shone 
in our faces. We did not think of 
sunscreen.”

BIDZILL leans INTO FRAME. He holds the iPad as he looks 
to the audience.

BIDZILL4
(to camera)

But really, you just want to hear about 
the aliens, amiright?

KAYDEE leans INTO FRAME to CAMERA.

KAYDEE5
(to camera)

But hey - no spoilers!

EXT. SPACE - AN ORDINARY DAY2

Stars twinkle in the distance. A NASA satellite orbits 
across the SCREEN, <BEEPING>. Earth is in the background.

<BLIPP!> LORD SKIDD’S SPACESHIP drops out of hyperdrive 
and stops suddenly. 

A SLIMEY crewmember <SPLATS> against one of the ship’s 
large glass portholes. The porthole glass <CRACKS>, 
jettisoning him into space. 

SLIMEY CREWMEMBER6
<eep>
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The Slimey <PLOPS> on the passing <BEEPING> satellite 
that carries him OS.

INT. LORD SKIDD’S SPACESHIP - A MOMENT LATER3

LORD SKIDD, the ship’s commander, yells at his crew.

LORD SKIDD7
Tell me of this beautiful planet! Tell 
me! Lord Skidd must know what he doesn’t!

A SLIMEY PILOT turns to Lord Skidd.

SLIME PILOT8
Sensors indicate it has air, and rocks 
and water and -- 

LORD SKIDD9
Enough science mumbo-jumbo! It is as my 
father requested!

EXT. SLIMEWORLD PLANET - FLASHBACK4

Lord Skidd’s royal FATHER speaks to his son as lightning 
<CRACKLES> all around them, a tornado <WHIRLS> in the 
background, and a nearby volcano <ERUPTS>.

LORD SKIDD, SENIOR10
Find us a new homeworld, son. This one’s 
soooo over.

A SLIMEY runs THROUGH FRAME screaming. 

RANDOM SLIMEY11
<screams>

INT. SLIME SPACESHIP - SHUTTLE BAY - PRESENT5

Lord Skidd enters. Three workers - (Slimeys BINGO, TWEET, 
and STANLEY) are cleaning the exterior of shuttle. 

LORD SKIDD12
There you are, my go-getters! All ready 
to conquer the new planet! Go get it!

BINGO13
But we’re not -

TWEET14
We’re just -
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LORD SKIDD15
Did I not say it LOUD ENOUGH!

His voice echoes through the shuttle bay.

LORD SKIDD16
I love the acoustics in this place.

The door to the shuttlecraft opens. Mechanical hands 
<WHIR! KLICK!> drop from the ceiling, grab each Slimey 
and toss them into the shuttlecraft. 

The door <WHOOSHES> shut.

INT. SHUTTLECRAFT - A MOMENT LATER6

The Slimeys start up the shuttle. It lurches forward, 
<BANGS> off the wall several times and ends up backwards. 

INT. SHUTTLE BAY - A SECOND LATER7

The shuttle <SCRATCHES> backwards across the bay’s floor 
towards the exit. 

Lord Skidd covers his ears, and his body vibrates.

EXT. LORD SKIDD'S SPACESHIP - A SECOND LATER8

The shuttle backs out of the shuttle bay like it’s being 
dragged. <METAL-ON-METAL SCREECHING> 

It falls out of the bay, dropping into space like a 
potato rolling off the counter. 

Lord Skidd stands at the edge of the bay. 

LORD SKIDD17
Get me my planet!

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. RIVER’S HOUSE - DAY9 *

RIVER is on his cellphone. *

RIVER18 *
Everyone ready?

INTERCUT WITH:
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INT. AROUND TOWN WITH THE OTHER KIDS10

River is on the phone with his friends who are in *
different locations.

KAYDEE19
We’re really doing this?

KAYA20
Seriously? Spirit Mountain? *

RIVER21 *
Yes, we’re going to spend the night on 
Spirit Mountain -- *

BIDZILL22
Two words: Because? 

DAKOTAH23
Because as tribal teenagers, it’s a rite 
of passage for our people. 

EXT. AT THE EDGE OF TOWN - AT THE SAME TIME - DAY11

REVEAL - The five kids are all at the same location with 
their camping gear. Kaya has a trekking pole.

RIVER24 *
Just like our ancestors have done before 
us.

BIDZILL25
(Narrating to group)

“And so the young teens journeyed to 
Spirit Mountain...” *

KAYDEE26
Cut that out...

They all look up to see the mountain in the distance, 
just an evening’s hike away.

BIDZILL27
(Narrating to group)

“...would they find more than they 
bargained for...”

EXT. FOREST - SHORTLY - DAY12

KAYDEE holds a map, and looks back over her shoulder.
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KAYDEE28
Look, I didn’t make this map!

Following behind her are RIVER, DAKOTAH, BIDZILL and KAYA *
(who carries a trekking pole). 

BIDZILL29
Sure. You just can’t read it. 

RIVER30 *
And we’re lost like, well, like the last *
time Kaydee had the map... *

MAP INSERT - An Indiana Jones-style map of the forest 
with a crazy dotted line pattern indicating the group has 
been ALL OVER the forest. 

KAYDEE (V.O.)31
We could use our phones...

BACK ON GROUP - moving through the woods as Kaydee 
studies the map.

RIVER32 *
No wifi on top of the mountain. No 
service. Just like the old days.

EXT. SPIRIT MOUNTAIN - THE PAST13 *

River’s grandfather stands on a clearing in the mountain *
holding his cellphone into the air, with young River at *
his side.

RIVER’S GRANDFATHER33 *
No bars, River. Your mother’s going to be *
worried.

EXT. FOREST - CAMPSITE - PRESENT14

Kaydee trips and falls to the ground. They’re at a 
clearing atop Spirit Mountain; it’s been a campsite *
before. 

KAYDEE34
Found it!

FLIP TO:
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EXT. CAMPSITE - NIGHTTIME15

CLOSE ON BIDZILL as he addresses the camera, like a 
Reality TV show confessional. 

BIDZILL35
(to CAMERA)

So the camp is set up, I miss 
cheeseburgers and River is telling the *
legend of Spirit Mountain. I may vote *
Kaya off the campground. She has noooo 
sense of humor.

REVEAL - The gang sits around the firepit, as stars light 
up the sky. Tents are arranged around the firepit. 

KAYA36
Sit down, Bidzill. This is not a reality 
show.

BIDZILL37
(to CAMERA)

Did I call that or what?

River raps up his campfire story with great drama. *

RIVER38 *
“It was then that the girls returned from 
Spirit Mountain, and told their parents *
of the mysterious village they had 
visited...” 

The gang leans in closer, hanging on every word.

RIVER39 *
“Their parents told them the village had 
burned down 100 years ago that very 
night!”

KAYA/KAYDEE/DAKOTAH40
<gasp!>

BIDZILL41
Should we really be telling ghost stories 
in a place called Spirit Mountain. What *
if it summons ghosts?!

The group reacts to the <SNAP> of a twig at the end of 
the forest. 

KAYDEE42
Relax. That’s probably just a bear...

Then another OS <TWIG> snap. 
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DAKOTAH43
Or a mountain lion...

Then a third twig <SNAPS>. The group turns and is face-to-
face with...

REVEAL: the three SLIMEYS who are at the edge of the 
camp. 

KAYA44
Or those - those - those GHOST DUDES!

BIDZILL45
Spirit Mountain is totally on brand! *

RIVER46 *
Wow!

The Slimeys scream back out of fear. 

TWEET/BINGO/STANLEY47
<screams>

They recover composure and look at each other. Then:

TWEET/BINGO/STANLEY48
(chant)

Shape. Shimmy. Shake. Form of blob we 
take! 

The Slimeys <SPLAT!> together to form a 3-headed BLOB 
with a giant open mouth that looks hungry and drooly.

TWEET/BINGO/STANLEY49
<hungry growl>

KAYDEE50
You know what’s faster than going UP 
Spirit Mountain? *

BIDZILL51
Going down Spirit Mountain! *

The gang turns and runs away, with Kaya picking up a 
frozen-with-fear Dakotah and carrying him like a rolled-
up rug.

KAYA52
Who or what was that?!

DAKOTAH53
The spirits of our ancestors are angry. 
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RIVER54 *
My ancestors are not ghost blobs!

KAYDEE55
We’re not on an ancient burial ground. I 
checked the map! 

BIDZILL56
You checked the map? Well, that’s 
encouraging!

FLIP TO:

EXT. SPIRIT MOUNTAIN - AT THE EDGE OF THE FOREST16 *

The gang regroups at the bottom of the mountain with *
River, Kaydee, Kaya and Dakotah catching their breath.

RIVER57 *
Are we all here?

KAYA58
What was that?! Who was that?!

DAKOTAH59
And where’s Bidzill?!

Kaydee’s phone <RINGS> and she answers it.

KAYDEE60
Bidzill! Where are you?!

INT. BIDZILL’S HOUSE - AT THE SAME TIME17

Bidzill is sitting in a comfortable chair in front of his 
TV holding a gaming remote in one hand and his phone in 
the other. Popcorn <POPS> OS. *

BIDZILL61
So you guys want to cover over for some 
gaming? (tempting) I’m making popcorn...

EXT. CAMPGROUND - NEXT MORNING AT SUNRISE18

Sky is blue, birds are chirping, the coast is clear. 
River peers out from behind a tree. *

RIVER62 *
<bird call>
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One by one Kaydee, Dakotah, Kaya and Bidzill pop out from 
behind trees and bushes. 

BIDZILL63
(to the others)

Is it safe? You first. Then tell me.

They stealthily work their way back to the campground, 
furtively looking around. The Slimeys are gone. 

KAYDEE64
Okay, Spirit Mountain check-in: we *
survived. Let’s go home, right? I mean 
like, now?

BIDZILL65
So it’s daytime. Ghosts don’t haunt 
during the daytime, right?

RIVER66 *
Anyone seen my backpack?

Kaya picks up her trekking pole, and looks around the 
campground.

KAYA67
Hey - where’s our frying pan?

INT. THE SLIMEYS’ SHUTTLECRAFT - SAME MORNING 19

Tweet holds up River’s backpack to the video monitor *
where Lord Skidd appears. 

TWEET68
We are the victories!

BINGO69
We have claimed the back skin of your 
enemies! 

Stanley holds up the frying pan.

STANLEY70
And their weapons of primitivity!

Lord Skidd smiles and brings his fingertips together 
evilly.

LORD SKIDD71
Marvelicious! Skidd shall come down to 
the rock ball and congratulate you. Can 
you assure me it is safe for Skidd’s 
greatness, obviously? 
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The Slimeys look at each other, then Bingo holds up 
River’s backpack. *

BINGO72
We have the skins of your enemies!

Stanley holds up the frying pan.

STANLEY73
And their weapons of primitivity!

LORD SKIDD74
People are talking about it!

(calling out OS)
Prepare my ship!

(to monitor)
Skidd out!

The screen remains the same. 

LORD SKIDD75
I said: “Skidd out!”

Skidd picks up a convenient Slimey and throws him at the 
screen, blocking out the screen. 

LORD SKIDD76
Perfect. (beat) Wait! Am I still on?

EXT. CAMPSITE - SAME TIME THAT MORNING20

River stands at the center of the campsite, speaking to *
the group, who still look around, expecting trouble. 

RIVER77 *
Sure, we could give up and go home, and 
run away like squirrels or deer.

BIDZILL78
I love where this is going, man. Same 
wavelength, right here!

RIVER79 *
There’s no such things as ghosts. Those 
are just the old legends. 

KAYA80
That frying pan was handed down to me 
from my grandfather who got it from a 
store at the mall.
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RIVER81 *
It should be easy to follow them through 
the forest. 

River points to the ground. It’s an oddly-shaped *
footprint.

RIVER82 *
Here’s a footprint. Ghosts don’t leave 
footprints. 

Kaya points ahead of River. *

KAYA83
Here’s another one.

RIVER84 *
Great. Let’s go in this direction, look 
for more footprints, any broken branches, 
a trail of --

DAKOTAH85
Got ‘em.

Dakotah holds up his cellphone, using an app to control 
an airborne drone with his finger. 

DAKOTAH86
The ghosts are over there. About a mile.

He points, and the others see a drone hovering off in the 
distance. 

RIVER87 *
Isn’t it cheating using tech?

DAKOTAH88
If our ancestors had high-tech tracking 
gear, they would use it, as I will pass 
this skill down to my own ancestors, with 
extra batteries, of course.

FLIP TO:

EXT. FOREST - A MILE AWAY21

The gang stands over a slight outcropping that overlooks 
a lower clearing in the forest.

BIDZILL89
Um, is it my imagination or do those 
ghosts look like aliens? And please don’t 
say aliens.
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REVEAL: They are looking at the Slimeys’ shuttlecraft 
down in the clearing. 

KAYA90
Retaliate first, amiright? I wish we had 
some kind of subatomic destructor ray 
thingie that Dakotah designed instead of 
just putting a camera on a drone.

DAKOTAH91
The permits for that would be a 
nightmare.

With his drone hovering in mid-air, we see what’s on 
Dakotah’s phone screen: the Slimeys’ shuttlecraft.

BIDZILL92
Mystery solved. Now we can go, right? 
’Cause I’ve still got leftover popcorn at 
home. 

Kaya jams her trekking pole under a large boulder like a 
lever. 

KAYA93
An old-school avalanche can solve a lot 
of alien invasion problems.

KAYDEE94
Unless they’re friendly. Maybe they’re 
just lost or confused and they really 
need River’s backpack and the frying *
pan...

River takes Kaya’s forearm to stop her avalanche. *

RIVER95 *
I have a plan, but we’ll need the drone, 
and some strength... (Kaya flexes) ...and 
my totem... (taps totem around his neck) *
...and Kaydee, I need you to make us a 
monster. 

Kaydee brightens. This could be her big moment...

KAYDEE96
This is gonna be my own Project Alien 
Runaway...

INT. THE SLIMEYS’ SHUTTLECRAFT - MOMENTS LATER22

The Slimeys celebrate their victory over the humans.
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TWEET97
The two-leggeds are weak!

BINGO98
Can’t even shift their shape!

STANLEY99
A reward! I wonder what kind we will get 
from Lord Skidd when he arrives...

DREAM DISSOLVE TO:

INT. SHUTTLECRAFT - THE SLIMEYS’ FANTASIES 23

TWEET: His dream is a shiny medal. He eats it. <GULP>

BINGO: His dream is an ornate crown that has a drinking 
straw attached to he. He <SLURPS> from the colorful fizzy 
liquid stored inside the crown.

STANLEY: His dream is a stuffed teddy bear-like creature. 
He hugs it. 

BEAR STUFFIE100
Me love you.

CUT BACK TO:

INT. THE SLIMEYS’ SHUTTLECRAFT - BACK TO REALITY24

Tweet and Bingo stare at Stanley. 

TWEET101
Really, that is your want?

Stanley hugs himself.

STANLEY102
So soft...sooooffffftttt...

INT. LORD SKIDD’S SHIP - AT THE SAME TIME25

Lord Skidd addresses several SLIMEYS (who are different 
colors from our main three).

LORD SKIDD103
Slimes! Lord Skidd will journey to the 
rock ball. Prepare the proper safety 
protocols! Protect your Skidd! 
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A Slimey pulls a large lever that pops up from the ship’s 
floor. A clear protective bubble drops over Lord Skidd. A 
BEAT. It <POPS>. 

The second Slimey rolls in a second protective bubble 
from OS. It springs a leaks and <DEFLATES> around the 
deck like a balloon, <SMACKING> Lord Skidd in the face. 

The third Slimey rolls in a third protective bubble. He 
trips and the bubble <RICOCHETS> around the deck like a 
high-bounce ball, tracked by the eyes of the Slimeys. It 
lands perfectly on Lord Skidd, encasing him protectively. 

Lord Skidd tentatively <POKE-POKE-POKES> it. It’s fine.

LORD SKIDD104
Lord Skidd is ready for a journey to the 
surface and - HEY! Hold on!

...but the bubble starts rolling away, out of control and 
OS. 

EXT. LORD SKIDD’S SHIP - A MOMENT LATER26

From inside the ship we hear a LOT of <RICOCHETING> from 
the protective bubble bouncing off the interior.

LORD SKIDD (O.S.)105
<fading screams>

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. FOREST - LATER THAT AFTERNOON27

Kaya and Bidzill are on the same side of the shuttle. 
They look to River who gives them a rocking-motion hand *
signal. Kaya and Bidzill start pushing on the shuttle, 
rocking it side-to-side.

INT. SLIMEYS’ SHUTTLE - SECONDS LATER28

The inside rocks like the Starship Enterprise under 
Klingon fire. The Slimeys bounce all around, 
<RICOCHETING> off the floor, ceiling, and sides. 

TWEET/BINGO/STANLEY106
<repeated dizzying yelps>

Dakotah’s drone ENTERS FRAME, hovering between the 
bouncing Slimeys. 
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DAKOTAH107
(from drone)

Surrender or face the metallic touch of 
DOOM!

EXT. SLIMEYS’ SHUTTLE - A SECOND LATER29

Dakotah turns to River. *

DAKOTAH108
I’ve always wanted to say that!

RIVER109 *
I can tell.

INT. SLIMEYS’ SHUTTLE - A SECOND LATER30

The drone starts chasing the Slimeys around the ship. 
They run in panicky circles, hands in the air, screaming.

TWEET/BINGO/STANLEY110
<screams>

EXT. SLIMEYS’ SHUTTLE - SECONDS LATER 31

The Slimeys race out of the shuttle, chased by the drone. 

River stands next to Dakotah and in front of the Slimeys. *
River holds his totem up to catch the sun’s rays. *
Refracted, the colorful rays are directed to the Slimeys 
who can’t see and fall over each other.

RIVER111 *
Behold! The power of the mighty rainbow 
beam!

(to Dakotah)
I’ve always wanted to say that.

The Slimeys stand up and see a tall, horrible monster 
heading towards them - 

It’s Kaydee, and she’s inside a monster costume she’s 
created (ala Julie Taymor’s Lion King costumes) using 
tree branches for arms, their own camping blankets for a 
colorful body, and a scary mask made from tree bark.

KAYDEE112
<Growls!> Bow down before the Queen of 
Earth, you <ugh> slime buckets!

The Slimeys freak out, and surrender. 
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TWEET113
Please don’t hurt us! 

BINGO114
We are not victories!

STANLEY115
The hurting! It’s the worst part!

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. SHUTTLE - SHORTLY32

The Slimeys hand the backpack back to River and the *
frying pan to Bidzill. 

TWEET116
We were sent to conquer you but you have 
conquered us. We return to you your skin 
bag and your strange round weapon. 

BINGO117
We are shamed. Your home is so nice, 
especially the air smellings and the 
winged beak-demon that goes “Whooooo” in 
the night.

STANLEY118
(inhales; then)

My breathe holes! They have never felt 
better!

Bidzill steps in and waves at them.

BIDZILL119
Well...good-bye! Safe journey! Happy 
contrails!

TWEET120
But we have told our Lord Skidd of our 
successful invasion.

STANLEY121
To the planet. He is coming here.

BINGO122
When the truth is free, he will send the 
really mean Slime Guards to conquer the 
Earth for real. 

INSERT - a militaristic looking SLIME GUARD with massive 
fangs holding a laser sword and <SNARLING> as he rushes 
TO CAMERA.
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TWEET (O.S.)123
Like this...

BACK ON GROUP - they recoil for A BEAT in horror.

BIDZILL124
I liked it better when I thought there 
were ghosts..

STANLEY125
My stuffie! I won’t get it!

RIVER126 *
Then we’ll have to keep this Skidd guy 
away from Earth. Maybe by --

DAKOTAH127
(interrupting)

I got this. But I’m going to need another 
phone.

Hakan, Bidzill and Kaydee all pull out their own phones. 

Tweet, Bingo and Stanley rush to look at the phones.

TWEET/BINGO/STANLEY128
<oooooo!>

Off the <PHONES’ START-UP MUSIC>...

TWEET/BINGO/STANLEY129
(re: phones)

They speak!

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. LORD SKIDD’S SHIP - LATER THAT DAY33

Lord Skidd is still in his protective bubble in front of 
the video monitor. Tweet, Bingo, and Stanley pop up on 
the monitor. They’re screaming. 

TWEET130
Stop! Do not come here! 

BINGO131
The creatures! They are angry!

STANLEY132
And tough. Like the many tongues of the 
Pastralami Beetle.
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INT. THE SLIMEYS’ SHUTTLECRAFT - AT THE SAME TIME34

Out of sight of the video monitor, River gives Dakotah a *
hand-signal. Dakotah’s phone is jacked into the video 
monitor as he taps the phone screen.

DAKOTAH133
Okay, everybody, let’s show these goopy 
aliens what we’ve got....No offense.

Stanley runs THROUGH FRAME as if frightened, arms in the 
air.

STANLEY134
I take none! (louder) ME! SAVE I!

INT. LORD SKIDD’S SHIP - A SECOND LATER35

On the monitor, Lord Skidd sees images flash by, pulled 
from various (generic) video games --

- a car chase, a soccer kick, a Mortal Kombat-style 
fight, Candy Crush-style fruit advancing down the screen, 
a sword slicing through a watermelon. Lord Skidd recoils 
in horror at each image.

LORD SKIDD135
Madness! What in the name of the 13 food 
groups is going on! Skidd demands 
knowledge!

A little 8-Bit character shaped like a BOMB with a fuse 
waddles INTO FRAME <GAME MUSIC>. The Bomb <EXPLODES>!

LORD SKIDD136
<screams!>

INT. THE SLIMEYS’ SHUTTLECRAFT - A SECOND LATER36

Tweet is paired with Kaya; Bingo is paired with Kaydee; 
and Bidzill is paired with Stanley. They are taking 
selfies with the kids’ phones, but they are acting like 
they are engaged in a cartoonishly-violent struggle.

River ENTERS FRAME holding out his Totem. *

RIVER137 *
Behold the power of Earth’s mightiest 
warriors!

River turns to Dakotah. *
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RIVER138 *
(whisper)

I’ve always wanted to say that.

ON TOTEM - it catches the light and looks like it’s *
shooting out a rainbow-colored heat beam.

Kaya points her phone at the monitor towards Lord Skidd 
and starts taking photos using the <FLASH>.

KAYA139
And you are next! That’s right, YOU!

(to self)
Wow, alien fighting is really empowering!

<FLASH!-FLASH!-FLASH!> As we...

INT. LORD SKIDD'S SHIP - A SECOND LATER37

Lord Skidd recoils in horror as he watches the screen and 
hears a cacophony of terrifying and funny sound effects.

LORD SKIDD140
Looks like wonderful things are happening 
down there. Beautiful things. I’ll stay 
safely here until you conquer the planet! 
Update me again tomorrow! Skidd out.

Lord Skidd presses a button on the console. Nothing 
happens. He stares at the screen.

LORD SKIDD141
I’m still on, aren’t I?

The <FLASH> from Kaya’s phone goes off again.

EXT. THE SLIMEY'S SHUTTLECRAFT - SHORTLY38

The Slimeys and the kids LAUGH. 

RIVER142 *
It worked! We’ve saved the Earth.

BIDZILL143
Until next time.

The Slimeys hold up the kids’ phones. Tweet eats his. 
They race off into the forest, <GIGGLING> with 
excitement. 

STANLEY144
Explore! We have time to do it!
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RIVER145 *
Wait! Come back!

KAYDEE146
Well, that escalated quickly...

They all look at each other for A BEAT...then take off 
after the Slimeys.

TAG TO:

EXT. SPACE - WHERE WE WERE AT THE BEGINNING39

The <BEEPING> NASA satellite orbits past the screen. The 
Slimey is still clinging to the side.

SLIMEY147
(fading)

Little help please?

FADE OUT:
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